MATH & MOVEMENT™

Family Fun Night

Have fun practicing fundamental math and reading skills!
Math & Movement employs a kinesthetic and multi-sensory approach to teaching and learning that maximizes learning readiness and supports mastery learning. The floor mats allow children to jump and move as they learn, offering a richer variety of learning modalities when practicing (visual, auditory, motor, and kinesthetic). Math & Movement is unique because it shifts the normal teaching perspective by allowing the student to become the math manipulative on the floor mat! This large visual allows students to have fun “playing a game” while learning and practicing math and reading concepts.

**WHY HOST A FAMILY FUN NIGHT?**

- Boost math and literacy skills through physical activity!
- Increase math confidence in students (and parents!).
- Build parental engagement.
- Strengthen community bonds.
- Offer community service projects for older students.

"My child LOVED the Family Fun Night. The volunteer high school student did a great job explaining Cartesian Coordinates. I never knew math could be so much fun!"

Hop, skip or jump to practice multiplication!
WHAT TO EXPECT...
A Family Fun Night offers professional development for your teachers and enjoyable family time loaded with active-learning stations for numeracy and literacy. On the day of the event, we train your teachers and volunteers in how to operate the stations. Then parents and children move from activity to activity, learning the math and reading skills while completing a Math & Movement activity guide.

Family Fun Nights are great for kids of all ages—from preschool through middle school. Individual events can be tailored to specific age or ability groups. Contact us for available dates.

USE A FAMILY FUN NIGHT AS A FUNDRAISER.
Earn money for your school or organization by hosting a Family Fun Night and help your students become comfortable with basic math and reading skills. We provide the floor mats, activity instructions, and suggested event guidelines. We even create the flyer to advertise the event! Please contact us for details.

PARTICIPATE IN A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES!

- Skip Counting Mats for 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, 7’s, 8’s and 9’s
- Skip Counting Banners for 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, 7’s, 8’s, and 9’s
- Clock Hop Mat
- Cartesian Coordinate Mat
- Add/Subtract Mat
- Hop Scotch by 3’s Mat
- Place Value Hop Mat
- Equivalent Fraction Hop Mat
- Fraction Walk 1/3 and 1/6 Mat
- Positive/Negative Numbers Mat
- Factor Fun Mat
- Dollar Hop Mat
- Geometric Shapes Hop Mat
- Planet Hop
- Make-A-Word Hop Mat and Cards
- Homophone Hop Scotch
- Contraction Hop Scotch
- Spanish Number Line 1-10 Mat
- Color Hop Mat
- States and Capitals Mat and Cards
- Alphabet Hop Mat
- Sentence Hop Mat Set
- Blending Mat B-H Mat and Cards
- Word Hop A, B, and C Mats
The Family Fun Night is a turn key event that offers teacher and volunteer training in kinesthetic teaching strategies, renews parent engagement, and boosts student achievement. Schools have used school funds, Title I and Title II funding, support from parent organizations and community/corporate sponsorships to bring this exciting event to their community. We have identified sponsors in many locations.

The event includes a raffle of children’s books. It also includes e-books for all teachers, volunteers, parents and students (Math & Movement Training Manual, Multiply With Me, Instructor Guide and Student Workbook). Math & Movement provides the floor mats for use during the Family Fun Night; if schools want to purchase their own set, they are available through our store at mathmadefun.com.

Let us work with your group to provide a great night for families of kids through age 12 (or children with special needs through age 18)!

**CONTACT US**

workshops@mathandmovement.com  
Phone: (607) 233-4209  
Fax: (866) 407-1154  
Math & Movement  
PO Box 4017  
Ithaca, NY 14852